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Data Mining: Know It All
Sep 13 2020 This book brings all of the elements of data mining together in a single volume,
saving the reader the time and expense of making multiple purchases. It consolidates both introductory and advanced
topics, thereby covering the gamut of data mining and machine learning tactics ? from data integration and preprocessing, to fundamental algorithms, to optimization techniques and web mining methodology. The proposed book expertly
combines the finest data mining material from the Morgan Kaufmann portfolio. Individual chapters are derived from a
select group of MK books authored by the best and brightest in the field. These chapters are combined into one
comprehensive volume in a way that allows it to be used as a reference work for those interested in new and developing
aspects of data mining. This book represents a quick and efficient way to unite valuable content from leading data
mining experts, thereby creating a definitive, one-stop-shopping opportunity for customers to receive the information
they would otherwise need to round up from separate sources. Chapters contributed by various recognized experts in the
field let the reader remain up to date and fully informed from multiple viewpoints. Presents multiple methods of
analysis and algorithmic problem-solving techniques, enhancing the reader’s technical expertise and ability to implement
practical solutions. Coverage of both theory and practice brings all of the elements of data mining together in a single
volume, saving the reader the time and expense of making multiple purchases.
Forging Freedom
Oct 15 2020 For black women in antebellum Charleston, freedom was not a static legal category but a
fragile and contingent experience. In this deeply researched social history, Amrita Chakrabarti Myers analyzes the ways
in which black women in Charleston acquired, de
Electricity Pricing
Oct 27 2021 Electricity Pricing: Regulated, Deregulated and Smart Grid Systems presents proven
methods for supplying uninterrupted, high-quality electrical power at a reasonable price to the consumer. Illustrating
the evolution of the power market from a monopoly to an open access system, this essential text: Covers voltage
stability analysis of longitudinal power supply systems using an artificial neural network (ANN) Explains how to improve
performance using flexible alternating current transmission systems (FACTS) and high-voltage direct current (HVDC) Takes
into account operating constraints as well as generation cost, line overload, and congestion for expected and
inadvertent loading stress Goes beyond FACTS and HVDC to provide multi-objective optimization algorithms for the
deregulated power market Proposes the use of stochastic optimization techniques in the smart grid, preparing the reader
for future development Electricity Pricing: Regulated, Deregulated and Smart Grid Systems offers practical solutions for
improving stability, reliability, and efficiency in real-time systems while optimizing electricity cost.
ENERGY ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT
Sep 06 2022 The textbook is designed for B.Tech students of
Electrical/Mechanical/Industrial Engineering and M.Tech students of Power System/Energy Engineering/Energy Management.
It will also be useful for MBA courses on Energy Management conducted by some universities through distance education
mode. The book, now in its Second Edition, offers an exhaustive discussion of the energy analysis methodologies and
tools to optimize the utilization of energy and how to enhance efficiency during conversion of energy from one form to
another. It illustrates the energy analysis methods used in factories, transportation systems and buildings highlighting
the various forms of use. It also discusses the thermodynamic principles of energy conversion and constitution of energy
balance equation for such systems. The book examines the energy costs in our everyday life in terms of energy inputs in
food cultivation. It also discusses similar energy costs of using fuels, other goods and services in our daily life KEY
FEATURES • Includes numerous questions and answers on Energy Management • Contains problems and solutions on Energy
Management • Provides MCQs for the preparation of certified energy auditor examination conducted by the Bureau of Energy
Efficiency, GoI • Includes Case Studies NEW TO THE SECOND EDITION • Includes new chapters on Electrical Systems,
Transformers, Electric Motors, Pumps and Fans, Compressors, Water Heaters, Electrolytic Processes, and Energy Control
Centre • Incorporates latest topics in the existing chapters • Provides critical case studies
Classical Indian Philosophy of Mind
Jan 18 2021 Addresses the psycho-physical dualism of the Nyaya school of Indian
philosophy with references to both Indian and Western philosophy.
Red Velvet
Jun 10 2020 Red Velvet is a novel that will keep you in suspense to the end. It shows the power and strength
man has when there is love in his heart. It is about family, love, and respect. It is a book where we all are reminded
of the greatest achievements we can conquer when we work together through love and not hate. King Daniel is not just a
king. He is a man of his word, and he shows his appreciation to his loyal subjects. He is well respected, and he governs
the kingdom fairly. He is loved by everyone, together with his beautiful queen at his side. Family means everything to
him. Rebecca is the opposite of him. She thrives on hate and seeks revenge for not getting what she thinks is taken away
from her. She lives as a wicked witch in the castle, ensuring that there is pain and sorrow within the royal family. She

is ferocious and can change into any horrible creature she chooses. Her target is Daniel’s eldest child, Sharon, who she
tries very hard to destroy on her eighteenth birthday. Sharon is the only one who can break the curse on the entire
kingdom where the queen will die. Red Velvet is filled with suspense that will want you to read on to the end. It is
about love conquering hate and good over evil. After all, this is what sustains humanity.
The Routledge Companion to Free Will
Dec 17 2020 Questions concerning free will are intertwined with issues in almost
every area of philosophy, from metaphysics to philosophy of mind to moral philosophy, and are also informed by work in
different areas of science (principally physics, neuroscience and social psychology). Free will is also a perennial
concern of serious thinkers in theology and in non-western traditions. Because free will can be approached from so many
different perspectives and has implications for so many debates, a comprehensive survey needs to encompass an enormous
range of approaches. This book is the first to draw together leading experts on every aspect of free will, from those
who are central to the current philosophical debates, to non-western perspectives, to scientific contributions and to
those who know the rich history of the subject. Its 61 chapters, commissioned especially for this volume from the
world’s leading researchers, are framed by a General Introduction and briefer introductions for each of the six
sections. A list of References, an annotated Suggested Reading list, and a short list of Related Topics are included at
the end of each chapter.
Hydrodynamics of Offshore Structures
Jun 30 2019 The subject of hydrodynamics applied to offshore structures is vast.
The topics covered in this book aim to help the reader understand basic principles while at the same time giving the
designer enough information for particular designs. Thus, results are given with derivations, and applications are
discussed with the aid of examples, with an overview of the advantages and limitations of the method involved. This
makes the book suitable as a text for undergraduate and graduate students specializing in offshore and ocean
engineering.
Knowing from Words
Jul 04 2022 Never before, in any anthology, have contemporary epistemologists and philosophers of
language come together to address the single most neglected important issue at the confluence of these two branches of
philosophy, namely: Can we know facts from reliable reports? Besides Hume's subversive discussion of miracles and the
literature thereon, testimony has been bypassed by most Western philosophers; whereas in classical Indian (Pramana)
theories of evidence and knowledge philosophical debates have raged for centuries about the status of word-generated
knowledge. `Is the response "I was told by an expert on the subject" as respectable as "I saw" or "I inferred" in answer
to "How do you know?"' is a question answered in diverse and subtle ways by Buddhists, Vaisesikas and Naiyayikas. For
the first time this book makes available the riches of those debates, translating from Sanskrit some contemporary Indian
Pandits' reactions to Western analytic accounts of meaning and knowledge. For advanced undergraduates in philosophy, for
researchers - in Australia, Asia, Europe or America - on epistemology, theory of meaning, Indian or comparative
philosophy, as well as for specialists interested in this relatively fresh topic of knowledge transmission and epistemic
dependence this book will be a feast. After its publication analytic philosophy and Indian philosophy will have no
excuse for shunning each other.
DRM, a Design Research Methodology
Aug 13 2020 The initial motivator for the development of DRM, a Design Research
Methodology, and the subsequent writing of this book was our frustration about the lack of a common terminology,
benchmarked research methods, and above all, a common research methodology in design. A shared view of the goals and
framework for doing design research was missing. Design is a multidisciplinary activity occurring in multiple
application areas and involving multiple stakeholders. As a consequence, design research emerges in a variety of
disciplines for a variety of applications with a variety of subjects. This makes it particularly difficult to review its
literature, relate various pieces of work, find common ground, and validate and share results that are so essential for
sustained progress in a research community. Above all, design research needs to be successful not only in an academic
sense, but also in a practical sense. How could we help the community develop knowledge that is both academically and
practically worthwhile? Each of us had our individual ideas of how this situation could be improved. Lucienne Blessing,
while finishing her thesis that involved studying and improving the design process, developed valuable insights about
the importance and relationship of empirical studies in developing and evaluating these improvements. Amaresh
Chakrabarti, while finishing his thesis on developing and evaluating computational tools for improving products, had
developed valuable insights about integrating and improving the processes of building and evaluating tools.
Theory of Plasticity
Mar 20 2021 Plasticity is concerned with the mechanics of materials deformed beyond their elastic
limit. A strong knowledge of plasticity is essential for engineers dealing with a wide range of engineering problems,
such as those encountered in the forming of metals, the design of pressure vessels, the mechanics of impact, civil and
structural engineering, as well as the understanding of fatigue and the economical design of structures. Theory of
Plasticity is the most comprehensive reference on the subject as well as the most up to date -- no other significant
Plasticity reference has been published recently, making this of great interest to academics and professionals. This new
edition presents extensive new material on the use of computational methods, plus coverage of important developments in
cyclic plasticity and soil plasticity. A complete plasticity reference for graduate students, researchers and practicing
engineers; no other book offers such an up to date or comprehensive reference on this key continuum mechanics subject
Updates with new material on computational analysis and applications, new end of chapter exercises Plasticity is a key
subject in all mechanical engineering disciplines, as well as in manufacturing engineering and civil engineering.
Chakrabarty is one of the subject's leading figures.
Network Analysis & Synthesis
Nov 15 2020 The importance of network analysis and synthesis is well known in the various
engineering fields. The book provides comprehensive coverage of the signals and network analysis, network functions and
two port networks, network synthesis and active filter design. The book is structured to cover the key aspects of the
course Network Analysis & Synthesis. The book starts with explaining the various types of signals, basic concepts of
network analysis and transient analysis using classical approach. The Laplace transform plays an important role in the
network analysis. The chapter on Laplace transform includes properties of Laplace transform and its application in the
network analysis. The book includes the discussion of network functions of one and two port networks. The book covers
the various aspects of two port network parameters along with the conditions of symmetry and reciprocity. It also
derives the interrelationships between the two port network parameters. The network synthesis starts with the
realizability theory including Hurwitz polynomial, properties of positive real functions, Sturm's theorem and maximum
modulus theorem. The book covers the various aspects of one port network synthesis explaining the network synthesis of
LC, RC, RL and RLC networks using Foster and Cauer forms. Then it explains the elements of transfer function synthesis.
Finally, the book illustrates the active filter design. Each chapter provides the detailed explanation of the topic,
practical examples and variety of solved problems. The explanations are given using very simple and lucid language. All
the chapters are arranged in a specific sequence which helps to build the understanding of the subject in a logical
fashion. The book explains the philosophy of the subject which makes the understanding of the concepts very clear and
makes the subject more interesting.
Social Work in a Global Context
Mar 08 2020 Social Work in a Global Context engages with, and critically explores, key
issues that inform social work practice around the world. Social work can take many forms, and is differently understood

in different parts of the world. However, at base, it can be seen as a profession which strives to advance the causes of
the vulnerable and marginalised with the aim of promoting social justice, equality, and human rights. This text provides
examples of social work in a wide range of countries, informing our understanding of what social work is. It looks at
how practice changes or stays the same, and at the impact of policy, as experienced by service users as well as by
practitioners working in challenging circumstances. It also meaningfully reflects on the strengths and challenges that
are enabled by diversity. Divided into four parts, this wide-ranging text discusses: - what social work means in four
different countries -some examples of the impact social and political context can have on social work practice - how
social workers see and work with the vulnerable - the future for social work, from disaster work to involving service
users. Social Work in a Global Context is the first truly international book for all those interested in comparative and
cross-cultural understandings of social work.
Transition and Development in India
May 02 2022 According to Nehru, the transition from a backward agricultural society
to a modern industrialized society was the only road for India to progress. So, for the past few decades, India has
focused its transitional development around movement away from a state-controlled economy toward that of a free market
economy. Transition and Development in India challenges the current basis of this theory of development, laying the
groundwork for an entirely new Marxist approach to transition that should apply not just to India, but to all developing
nations.
Adrian Lester and Lolita Chakrabarti: A Working Diary
Feb 16 2021 “An exhilarating, fascinating and eye-opening journey
with two of our most inspirational creatives. A must-read for anyone interested in the crafts of acting and writing or
considering a career as a self-employed artist. Lolita and Adrian don't shy away from documenting the reality of our
profession – the endless multi-tasking, the long unpaid hours, and the peaks and troughs of generating your own work and
being a creative-for-hire. Equally though they celebrate the joy and satisfaction when all that sweat and risk finally
pays off.” Meera Syal CBE In this insightful joint working diary, the creative powerhouse of a couple, Lolita
Chakrabarti and Adrian Lester, chronicle 16 months of their fascinating working lives, including their experiences
working on the stage adaptation of Life of Pi, an original series of monologues about the NHS, the film adaptation of
Red Velvet and the TV series The Rook, among many other projects. As readers, we experience, first-hand, their
experiences as two of the most proactive and versatile theatre makers today, working across a range of media and
exciting collaborations.
Mining the Web
Sep 01 2019 The definitive book on mining the Web from the preeminent authority.
A Country of Cities
Jul 24 2021 In A Country of Cities, author Vishaan Chakrabarti argues that well-designed cities are
the key to solving America's great national challenges: environmental degradation, unsustainable consumption, economic
stagnation, rising public health costs and decreased social mobility. If we develop them wisely in the future, our
cities can be the force leading us into a new era of progressive and prosperous stewardship of our nation. In compelling
chapters, Chakrabarti brings us a wealth of information about cities, suburbs and exurbs, looking at how they developed
across the 50 states and their roles in prosperity and globalization, sustainability and resilience, and heath and joy.
Counter to what you might think, American cities today are growing faster than their suburban counterparts for the first
time since the 1920s. If we can intelligently increase the density of our cities as they grow and build the transit
systems, schools, parks and other infrastructure to support them, Chakrabarti shows us how both job opportunities and an
improved, sustainable environment are truly within our means. In this call for an urban America, he illustrates his
argument with numerous infographics illustrating provocative statistics on issues as disparate as rising childhood
obesity rates, ever-lengthening automobile commutes and government subsidies that favor highways over mass transit. The
book closes with an eloquent manifesto that rallies us to build "a Country of Cities," to turn a country of highways,
houses and hedges into a country of trains, towers and trees. Vishaan Chakrabarti is an architect, scholar and founder
of PAU. PAU designs architecture that builds the physical, cultural, and economic networks of cities, with an emphasis
on beauty, function and user experience. PAU simultaneously advances strategic urbanism projects in the form of master
planning, tactical project advice and advocacy.
Self-Assembly of Nano- and Micro-structured Materials Using Colloidal Engineering
Jul 12 2020 Self-assembly of Nanoand Micro-structured Materials Using Colloidal Engineering, Volume 12, covers the recent breakthroughs in the design and
manufacture of functional colloids at the micro- and nanoscale level. In addition, it provides analyses on how these
functionalities can be exploited to develop self-assembly pathways towards nano- and micro-structured materials. As we
seek increasingly complex functions for colloidal superstructures, in silico design will play a critical role in guiding
experimental fabrication by reducing the element of trial-and-error that would otherwise be involved. In addition to
novel experimental approaches, recent developments in computational modelling are also presented, along with an overview
of the arsenal of designing tools that are available to the modern materials scientist. Focuses on promoting feedback
between experiment, theory and computation in this cross-disciplinary research area Shows how colloid science plays a
crucial role in the bottom-up fabrication of nanostructured materials Presents recent developments in computational
modelling
Basic Electronics
Feb 28 2022 Aims of the Book:The foremost and primary aim of the book is to meet the requirements of
students pursuing following courses of study:1.Diploma in Electronics and Communication Engineering(ECE)-3-year course
offered by various Indian and foreign polytechnics and technical institutes like city and guilds of London
Institute(CGLI).2.B.E.(Elect.& Comm.)-4-year course offered by various Engineering Colleges.efforts have beenmade to
cover the papers:Electronics-I & II and Pulse and Digital Circuits.3.B.Sc.(Elect.)-3-Year vocationalised course recently
introduced by Approach.
Applied Singular Integral Equations
Aug 25 2021 The book is devoted to varieties of linear singular integral equations,
with special emphasis on their methods of solution. It introduces the singular integral equations and their applications
to researchers as well as graduate students of this fascinating and growing branch of applied mathematics.
My Wonderful World of Fashion
Apr 08 2020 An interactive coloring book for fashionistas of all ages, My Wonderful World
of Fashion is packed withbeautiful and sophisticated illustrations specially created by the leading fashion-illustrator
Nina Chakrabarti. The book encourages creativity, with illustrations to color in and designs to finish off, as well as
simple ideas for making and doing (how to make a sari, turn a napkin into a headscarf, dye a T-shirt, and so on).
Covering clothing, shoes, bags, jewelry, and other accessories, the illustrations span both vintage fashionsdrawing on
beautiful and interesting objects from past agesand contemporary designs from the illustrator's own imagination. 'Did
you know...?' features that give brief historical notes encourage children to be inspired by history and by other
cultures. A wonderful celebration of fashion, the book will appeal to fashion addicts from 8 years plus.
Econophysics and Sociophysics
Jan 30 2022 Using tricks to handle coupled nonlinear dynamical many-body systems, several
advancements have already been made in understanding the behavior of markets/economic/social systems and their dynamics.
The book intends to provide the reader with updated reviews on such major developments in both econophysics and
sociophysics, by leading experts in the respective fields. This is the first book providing a panoramic view of these
developments in the last decade.
Engineering Design Synthesis
Apr 01 2022 This book brings together some of the most influential pieces of research

undertaken around the world in design synthesis. It is the first comprehensive work of this kind and covers all three
aspects of research in design synthesis: - understanding what constitutes and influences synthesis; - the major
approaches to synthesis; - the diverse range of tools that are created to support this crucial design task. With its
range of tools and methods covered, it is an ideal introduction to design synthesis for those intending to research in
this area as well as being a valuable source of ideas for educators and practitioners of engineering design.
Sociophysics: An Introduction
Nov 03 2019 This book discusses the study and analysis of the physical aspects of social
systems and models, inspired by the analogy with familiar models of physical systems and possible applications of
statistical physics tools. Unlike the traditional analysis of the physics of macroscopic many-body or condensed matter
systems, which is now an established and mature subject, the upsurge in the physical analysis and modelling of social
systems, which are clearly many-body dynamical systems, is a recent phenomenon. Though the major developments in
sociophysics have taken place only recently, the earliest attempts of proposing "Social Physics" as a discipline are
more than one and a half centuries old. Various developments in the mainstream physics of condensed matter systems have
inspired and induced the recent growth of sociophysical analysis and models. In spite of the tremendous efforts of many
scientists in recent years, the subject is still in its infancy and major challenges are yet to be taken up. An
introduction to these challenges is the main motivation for this book.
Power System Analysis: Operation And Control 3Rd Ed.
Nov 08 2022 This comprehensive book is designed both for
postgraduate students in power systems/energy systems engineering and a one-year course for senior undergraduate
students of electrical engineering pursuing courses on power systems. The text gives a systematic exposition of topics
such as modelling of power system components, load flow, automatic load frequency control, economic operation, voltage
control and stability, study of faulted power systems, and optimal power flow. Besides giving a detailed discussion on
the basic principles and practices, the text provides computer-based examples to illustrate the topics discussed. What
makes the text unique is that it deals with the practice of computer for power system operation and control. This book
also brings together the diverse aspects of power system operation and control and is a practical hands-on guide to
theoretical developments and to the application of advanced methods in solving operational and control problems of
electric power systems. The book should therefore be of immense benefit to the industry professionals and researchers as
well.
POWER SYSTEM DYNAMICS AND SIMULATIONOct 03 2019 This comprehensive textbook introduces electrical engineering students
and engineers to the various aspects of power system dynamics. It focuses on explaining and analysing the dynamic
performance of such systems which are important for both system operation and planning. The aim of this book is to
present a comprehensive treatise in order to study the dynamics and simulation of the power networks. After going
through the complete text, the students will be able to understand fundamental dynamic behaviour and controls of power
systems and to perform basic stability analysis. The topics substantiated by suitable illustrations and computer
programs describe analytical aspects of operation and characteristic of power system from the view point of steady state
and dynamic condition. This text serves as a well-knit introduction to Power System Dynamics and is suitable for a onesemester course for the senior-level undergraduate students of electrical engineering and postgraduate students
specializing in Power Systems.
My Even More Wonderful World of Fashion
Feb 05 2020 A new interactive colouring book for fashionistas of all ages, My
Even More Wonderful World of Fashion is packed with more beautiful and sophisticated illustrations specially created by
illustrator Nina Chakrabarti. The book encourages creativity, with illustrations to colour in and designs to finish off,
as well as simple ideas for making and doing (how to make a sari, turn a napkin into a headscarf or dye a T-shirt).
Covering clothing, shoes, bags, jewelery and other accessories, the illustrations span both vintage fashions drawing on
beautiful and interesting objects through the ages and contemporary invented designs from the illustrator's own
imagination. 'Did you know...?' features, giving brief historical notes, encourage children to be inspired by history
and by the fashions of other cultures. A wonderful celebration of fashion, the book will appeal to fashion addicts from
8 years upwards.
Indian Architectural Theory
Aug 01 2019 In this ground-breaking study the traditional Indian science of architecture
and house-building, Vastu Vidya, is explored in terms of its secular uses, at the levels of both theory and contemporary
practice. Vastu Vidya is treated as constituting a coherent and complete architectural programme, still of great
relevance today. Chakrabarti draws on an impressive amount of textual material, much of it only available in Sanskrit,
and presents several extremely valuable illustrations in support of the theories expounded. Each chapter deals with one
architectural aspect, and chapters are divided into three sections. For each aspect, the first section explains the
prescriptions of the traditional texts; the second section deals with the rather arbitrary use of that aspect by
contemporary Indian architects trained in the western manner but striving to relate to Indian roots; while the last
section in each chapter explores the selected use of that particular aspect by contemporary Vastu pundits, with their
disregard for architectural idiom
Offshore Structure Modeling
Jun 22 2021 While the existing literature on offshore structures touch on model testing, a
comprehensive text discussing the design, construction, instrumentation, testing and analysis of the physical model is
lacking. This book fills that vacuum and provides, through its survey of the theoretical and practical aspects of
physical modeling, an in-depth coverage of the technology of model testing. Its usefulness runs through the entire field
of engineering, reaching far beyond its focus on offshore construction; and its breadth of scope should appeal not only
to engineers and naval architects but to scientists interested in structural or hydraulic testing as well.
Contents:IntroductionModeling LawsModel Construction TechniquesModel Testing FacilityModeling of
EnvironmentInstrumentation and Signal ControlModeling of Fixed Offshore StructuresModeling of Offshore
OperationsSeakeeping TestsData Analysis Techniques Readership: Undergraduates and engineers in coastal engineering,
naval architects, scientists interested in structural or hydraulic testing. keywords:Physical Modeling;Scaling
Laws;Hydrodynamics;Testing Facilities: Instruments;Offshore Structures;Wave Generation;Seakeeping “... a thorough and
well-written book ... could only have been written by someone with a wealth of personal experience. The breadth of
material in each chapter is truly impressive and valuable; and the abundance of relevant references ... adds
considerably to the value of the book. These references will be especially beneficial to those wishing to pursue the
individual topics in more detail ... it will serve as a valuable reference to anyone working in this field. It is an
important contribution to the field of offshore modelling.” Coastal Engineering
Power System Small Signal Stability Analysis and Control
Oct 07 2022 Power System Small Signal Stability Analysis and
Control, Second Edition analyzes severe outages due to the sustained growth of small signal oscillations in modern
interconnected power systems. This fully revised edition addresses the continued expansion of power systems and the
rapid upgrade to smart grid technologies that call for the implementation of robust and optimal controls. With a new
chapter on MATLAB programs, this book describes how the application of power system damping controllers such as Power
System Stabilizers and Flexible Alternating Current Transmission System controllers—namely Static Var Compensator and
Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator —can guard against system disruptions. Detailed mathematical derivations,
illustrated case studies, the application of soft computation techniques, designs of robust controllers, and end-of-

chapter exercises make it a useful resource to researchers, practicing engineers, and post-graduates in electrical
engineering. Considers power system small signal stability and provides various techniques to mitigate it Offers a new
and straightforward method of finding the optimal location of PSS in a multi-machine power system Includes MATLAB
programs and simulations for practical applications
On Liberty
May 22 2021 On Liberty is the story of today's threats to our freedoms and a highly personal, impassioned
plea in defence of fundamental rights, from Shami Chakrabarti, Britain's leading human rights campaigner On 11 September
2001, our world changed. The West's response to 9/11 has morphed into a period of exception. Governments have decided
that the rule of law and human rights are often too costly. In On Liberty, Shami Chakrabarti explores why our
fundamental rights and freedoms are indispensable. She shows, too, the unprecedented pressures those rights are under
today. Drawing on her own work in high-profile campaigns, from privacy laws to anti-terror legislation, Chakrabarti
shows the threats to our democratic institutions and why our rights are paramount in upholding democracy. 'Probably the
most effective public affairs lobbyist of the past 20 years' - David Aaronovitch, The Times 'The undaunted freedom
fighter' - Observer 'The most dangerous woman in Britain' - Sun
Marx, Marxism and the Spiritual
Nov 27 2021 While Marxian theory has produced a sound and rigorous critique of
capitalism, has it faltered in its own practice of social transformation? Has it faltered because of the Marxian
insistence on the hyper-secularization of political cultures? The history of religions – with the exception of some
spiritual traditions – has not been any less heartless and soulless. This book sets up a much-needed dialogue between a
rethought Marxian praxis of the political and a rethought experience of spirituality. Such rethinking within Marxism and
spirituality and a resetting of their lost relationship is perhaps the only hope for a non-violent future of both the
Marxian reconstruction of the self and the social as also faith-based life-practices. Building on past work in critical
theory, this book offers a new take on the relationship between a rethought Marxism and a rethought spirituality
(rethought in the life, philosophy and works of Christian thinkers, anti-Christian thinkers, Marxian thinkers, those
critical of Marxist Statecraft, Dalit neo-Buddhist thinkers, thinkers drawing from Judaism, as well as thinkers drawing
critically from Christianity). Contrary to popular belief, this book does not see spirituality as a derivative of only
religion. This book also sees spirituality as, what Marx designated, the "sigh of the oppressed" against both social and
religious orthodoxy. In that sense, spirituality is not just a displaced form of religion; it is a displaced form of the
political too. This book therefore sets up the much needed dialogue between the Marxian political and the spiritual
traditions. The chapters in this book were originally published in Rethinking Marxism – A Journal of Economics, Culture
and Society.
Mahabharata Now
Jan 06 2020 The Mahabharata is at once an archive and a living text, a sourcebook complete by itself
and an open text perennially under construction. Driving home this striking contemporary relevance of the famous Indian
epic, Mahabharata Now focuses on the issues of narration, aesthetics and ethics, as also their interlinkages. The crossdisciplinary essays in the volume imaginatively re-interpret the ‘timeless’ classic in the light of the pre-modern
Indian narrative styles, poetics, aesthetic codes, and moral puzzles; the Western theories on modern ethics, aesthetics,
metaphysics, psychoanalysis, and philosophy of science; and the contemporary social, ethical and political concerns. The
essays are all united in their effort to situate the Mahabharata in the context of here and now without violating the
sanctity of the ‘written text’ as we have it today. The book will be of interest to scholars and students of Indian and
comparative philosophy, Indian and comparative literature, cultural studies, and history.
Power Transmission System Analysis Against Faults and Attacks
Jun 03 2022 The present-day power grid is basically a
complex power transmission network with risks of failure due to unplanned attacks and contingencies, and therefore,
assessment of vulnerability of transmission network is important and the process is based on contingency approach. This
book deals with the methods of assessment of the grid network vulnerability and addresses the grid collapse problem due
to cascaded failures of the transmission network following an attack or an unplanned contingency. Basic mitigation
aspects for the network has been explored and the immunity of such a power transmission network against vulnerable
collapse has been described using mathematical models.
A Play for the End of the World
Dec 29 2021 A dazzling novel—set in early 1970's New York and rural India—the story of
a turbulent, unlikely romance, a harrowing account of the lasting horrors of World War II, and a searing examination of
one man's search for forgiveness and acceptance. “Looks deeply at the echoes and overlaps among art, resistance, love,
and history ... an impressive debut.” —Meg Wolitzer, best-selling author of The Female Persuasion New York City, 1972.
Jaryk Smith, a survivor of the Warsaw Ghetto, and Lucy Gardner, a southerner, newly arrived in the city, are in the
first bloom of love when they receive word that Jaryk's oldest friend has died under mysterious circumstances in a rural
village in eastern India. Travelling there alone to collect his friend's ashes, Jaryk soon finds himself enmeshed in the
chaos of local politics and efforts to stage a play in protest against the government—the same play that he performed as
a child in Warsaw as an act of resistance against the Nazis. Torn between the survivor's guilt he has carried for
decades and his feelings for Lucy (who, unbeknownst to him, is pregnant with his child), Jaryk must decide how to honor
both the past and the present, and how to accept a happiness he is not sure he deserves. An unforgettable love story, a
provocative exploration of the role of art in times of political upheaval, and a deeply moving reminder of the power of
the past to shape the present, A Play for the End of the World is a remarkable debut from an exciting new voice in
fiction.
An Introduction to Reactive Power Control and Voltage Stability in Power Transmission Systems
Apr 20 2021 This text,
intended for the students pursuing postgraduate programmes in Electrical Engineering, focuses special attention on the
implications of reactive power in voltage stability of transmission systems. The basic concepts of power system
stability and other operational aspects have been discussed. Both the advanced and the practical aspects have been
highlighted. Modern concepts and applications, theoretical as well as simulated study, have been presented wherever
necessary. In brief, the text presents a complete overview of the research and engineering aspects of the problem of
stability, suitable both for academics and practising engineers, along with a brief historical review of the concerned
topics. In some instances the authors have included some of their own research results while maintaining the uniformity
of overall treatment of the book. The text is replete with examples and is backed up by analytical derivations and
physical interpretations, wherever considered necessary.
STEEL MAKING Sep 25 2021 Steel Making is designed to give students a strong grounding in the theory and state-of-theart practice of production of steels. The book is primarily focused to meet the needs of undergraduate metallurgical
students and candidates for associate membership examinations of professional bodies (AMIIM, AMIE). Besides, for all
engineering professionals working in steel plants who need to understand the basic principles of steel making, the text
provides a sound introduction to the subject. Beginning with a brief introduction to the historical perspective and
current status of steel making together with the reasons for obsolescence of Bessemer converter and open hearth
processes, the book moves on to : • elaborate the physicochemical principles involved in steel making • explain the
operational principles and practices of the modern processes of primary steel making (LD converter, Q-BOP process, and
electric furnace process) • provide a summary of the developments in secondary refining of steels • discuss principles
and practices of ingot casting and continuous casting of steels • emphasize an increasing need to protect our

environment and utilize waste energy • explain transport processes, simulation, and modelling relevant to the
developments in steel technology. The book provides considerable information in an easily assimilable form and makes an
ideal introduction to the complex subject of steel technology.
My Wonderful World of Shoes
May 10 2020 Ever wondered what a boot inspired by a Beatles lyric looks like? What is a
"Hug My Leg" shoe? And how about lace-ups inspired by 18th-century snuff boxes? From stilettos to loafers, wedges to
jelly shoes, platforms to sandals, Nina Chakrabarti once again dazzles us with her creative flair and inspires us to
look at footwear with fresh eyes. Vintage favorites are shown alongside Vietnamese slippers, Romany boots, and Louis
heels, with famous designer pieces such as Vivienne Westwood's Rocking Horse golf shoe, Maison Martin Margiela's splittoe Tabi boot, and Camille Unglik's metallic Luna sandal.
Basic Electrical Engineering
Aug 05 2022
Dislocation and Resettlement in Development
Dec 05 2019 Challenging the more conventional approaches to dislocation and
resettlement that are the usual focus of discussion on the topic, this book offers a unique theory of dislocation in the
form of primitive accumulation. Interrogating the ‘reformist-managerial’ and ‘radical-movementist’ approaches, it
historicizes and politicizes the event of dislocation as a moment to usher in capitalism through the medium of
development. Such a framework offers alternative avenues to rethinking dislocation and resettlement, and indeed the very
idea of development. Arguing that dislocation should not be seen as a necessary step towards achieving progress - as it
is claimed in the development discourse - the authors show that dislocation emerges as a socio-political constituent of
constructing capitalism. This book will be of interest to academics working on Development Studies, especially on issues
relating to the political economy of development and globalization.
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